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In 1869 Jordan [2] observed that a group of automorphisms of a finite tree must 
fk a vertex or an edge. During the course of the next hundred years it became 
clear that, while the result does not extend to infinite trees, the structure of a 
group of automorphisms acting without fixed vertices or edges on an infinite tree 
is very special. The theorem that such a group is free was formulated by Serre. 
The proof given in his book [4] is clearly motivated by topological considerations; 
it involves the construction of a quotient graph, lifting a spanning tree, 
contracting the images of the spanning tree, and proving that the shrunken graph 
is a tree isomorphic to a Cayley graph. Cohen [l] asserts that the outline of this 
proof was given by Reidemeister [3] in 1932, and he shows that some of the 
topological machinery is unnecessary; but his proof requires the same basic steps. 
The object of the present paper is to give a straightforward proof in the locally 
finite case, using only the facts that a tree is an acyclic connected graph and that it 
has a natural metric preserved by automorphisms. The proof is not fundamentally 
new, but it does avoid several extraneous constructions. Also, it is formulated 
within the ordinary terminology of graph theory. 
Let G be a group of automorphisms of a locally finite tree T, with the property 
that every non-identity element of G dixes neither a vertex nor an edge. When we 
say that an automorphism g fixes an edge WV we mean that it fixes {v, w} setwise, 
but not necessarily pointwise. Let t be an vertex of T and assume that (the 
vertex-set of) T is enumerated in an order < compatible with distance from t; that 
is 
21 c 2)’ =) qt, v) s qt, v’), 
where d denotes the metric in T. 
Define a sequence (of subsets of T) (6) as follows. Let 6 = {t}. For i 2 1 let I;I: 
denote the set of vertices v such that: 
(i) a(t, v) = i; 
(ii) v is adjacent o a vertex in I;;:_1; 
(iii) the G-orbit of v has no representative in 6 U 4 U . l l U &; 
(iv) v is the first vertex (in the order C) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). Let F be the 
union of the family (&}, regarded as an induced subgraph of T. 
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Lemma. (i) F is a tree. 
(ii) F contains just one representative of each orbit of G. 
(W {gF I tt E Gl is a partition of the vertex-set of T. 
proof, (i) F is acyclic because it is a subgraph of T, and it is connected by the 
construction. 
(ii) Again, by the construction, F contains at most one representative of
each orbit. Suppose Q is an orbit not represented, so that we must have 
a(F, Q) 2 2. Choose f E F, q E Q so that acf, 9) = a(F, Q) and let u be the vertex 
nearest f on the path joining f to Q. Since a(u, F) = 1 and u is not in F, the orbit 
of u has a representative in F, say gu. But now we have 
a(~, q) < W-‘~ Q) 
which contradicts the fact that g is an automorphism. 
(iii) Suppose z tz gF n hF. Then g-‘z and h-‘z are elements of the same orbit, 
and both in F; hence g-‘z = h-k Now h-‘g fixes z and must be the identity, so 
h = g. Thus the sets {gF} are disjoint. Finally, every vertex v has a representative 
gv in F, so v is in g-‘F, and the sets {gF} cover T. Cl 
Let A = (a E G 1 iJ(F, aF) = 1). We remark that if a EA then a-l EA, since 
a(F, a-‘F) = a(aF, _“). Also, if we have a = a-’ then the path from a vertex v to 
av would be reversed by a, and hence a would fix either the central vertex or the 
central edge of the path, contrary to hypothesis. It follows that A can be 
expressed as the union of disjoint sets B U B-? 
Theorem. B is a set of free generators for G. 
Proof. Given g E G, consider the unique shortest path from gF to F. On leaving 
gF it crosses directly to some hF with a(gF, hF) = 1. Thus a(h-‘gF; F) = 1 and so 
h-‘gEA andg=hb’, wherebEBand &=&l. 
Continuing, we represent h in the same way and eventually obtain g as a 
product of elements of B U B-‘. Hence B generates G. 
Suppose that some reduced word in B were the identity, say 
where we may choose the word to be cyclically reduced (6, # b,, or bl = b, and 
el # -E,,) by taking conjugates if necessary. Then the path in T from F to b:F 
to bfin::bzF and so on, would eventually return to F, and by a different 
route. Hence, after suitable reductions, it would yield a cycle in T. It follows that 
B is a set of free generators for G. q 
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